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                                                             MDM - continued
                                                                 from 207

 +   80mg
+++  80mg   may 2 1977 - 10:05AM=[0:00] a challenge to body memory and to the
 +   60mg   ability to still pickup fuzzy threshold. 80mg . [0:25] early warning
            alert. on schedule [0:30] slight effects. [0:45] 10-20% window [1:10]
       max. a simple (+) - no more than 1 +. [1:35] clearing [2:00] clear - no
       physical-no mental [3:00] + 80mg to challenge residue [0:35] aware of new
       window. [0:40] def. more than 1st time around at this level at this time.
       [0:45] extensive development - possibly ++? more extreme mydriasis now than
       1st time. [0:55] still ++ - quite a bit of teeth clench - more than before -
       probably could not drive [1:05] at least ++ - but physical definitely more
       than before. All in all, equate to 120mg, with +++. I must establish the
       140mg level for this experience as well as for the 70mg "R" and "S"
       experiments. [1:20] - no eyes-closed - but some stop-motion on head swings.
       [1:30] mental receding. physical still there. [1:45] mental down more -
       physical persists. completely impotent. [2:00] mentally almost out -
       physical still there. [3:00] + 60mg =[0:00][0:15] clear both mental and
       pretty much physical [0:35] something comes? [0:45] up to + already -
       muscles - clench teeth - eyes - also building up. Rx could be ± and is being
       kicked by the physical - no - it is really a +. [1:00] real +, also muscular
       tightness returns. I am hyper reflexive [2:00] mentally clear - physical
       residues. [3:15] something still lingers. [5:00] all traces gone - muscle
       and head. Clearly there is no short-term tolerance build up - on the
       contrary, the second dose obviously builds on the first, even when there are
       no detectable effects remaining of the first. Also, the third one the
       second. Also note - total days load (220mg) was symptom-free at 5 hr after
       last experience. No sleep problems. A busy day.
 
+++  140  may, 7 1977 - to prepare for water shed expts & for R & S isomers.
 ++  60   140mg at 9:45AM=[0:00][0:22] early warning. [0:24] window starts [0:26]
          rapid development I am at 20% [0:30] pulse 100 b.p. ok. [0:40] flat -
       ∴ must be 100% [1:15] still marvelous still flat - quite dilated - some eye
       focus problems [1:35] dropping? [1:55] almost out- a little residual clench.
       [2:30] mentally out - some physical gut [3:00] each lunch. [4:00]=[0:00]
        60mg challenge. [0:24] new window. [0:53]  80mg - full + [1:00] in≅
       window, but entry was quiet - I didn't see it coming ++ [1:15] slack to +?
       [1:25] "I feel that drink" - head effect rather than window. [1:45]
       clearing - eyes a little wobbly. [1:50] sober eyes a little crossed?
       Last eyes focusing OK at [3:00]
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